In a previous paper, see [14] , we generalized the parameterization method of Cabré, Fontich and De la Llave to center manifolds of discrete dynamical systems. In this paper, we extend this result to several different settings. The natural setting in which center manifolds occur is at bifurcations in dynamical systems with parameters. Our first results will show that we can find parameter-dependent center manifolds near bifurcation points. Furthermore, we will generalize the parameterization method to center manifolds of fixed points of ODEs. Finally, we will apply our method to a reaction diffusion equation. In our application, we will show that the freedom to obtain the conjugate dynamics in normal form makes it possible to obtain detailed qualitative information about the center dynamics.
Introduction
The parameterization method introduced by Cabré, Fontich and De la Llave in [4] [5] [6] is used to find (un)stable manifolds associated to hyperbolic equilibria in dynamical systems. In a previous paper, [14] , we gave a generalization of the parameterization method which can be used to find center manifolds at fixed points of discrete dynamical systems.
The original method for (un)stable manifolds has been applied to delay differential equations, see [9] , and partial differential equations, see [13] . Furthermore, the method is useful for computational existence proofs of for example homoclinic and heteroclinic orbits, see [3, 12, 16] . The method has also been used for constructing (un)stable manifolds of periodic orbits, see [7] . Finally, the method was generalized in [1, 2] to find invariant manifolds for parabolic fixed points.
One of the goals of this paper is to give a generalization of the parameterization method for center manifolds in systems with parameters. For a discrete dynamical system, F : X → X on a Banach space X, the parameterization method constructs a conjugacy K, the parameterization of the center manifold, between the center subspace X c and the the center manifold, as well as a conjugate dynamical system R : X c → X c on the center subspace such that K(X c ) lies tangent to the center subspace and the conjugacy equation
is satisfied. In other words, orbits of R on the center subspace are mapped by K to orbits of F on the center manifold.
To obtain K and R such that (1.0.1) holds, in [14] we first rewrite (1.0.1) as a fixed point problem of the form (K, R) = Θ(K, R). We prove that Θ is a contraction on a suitable function space to prove the existence of both K and R. We refer the reader to [14] for the details of this proof.
The first generalization we present here is finding a smooth parameterdependent conjugacy for a dynamical system with parameters. Center manifolds naturally occur at bifurcations, and the change in dynamical behaviour before and after the bifurcation takes place on the center manifold. Thus finding a parameter-dependent center manifold at the bifurcation point allows us to quantitatively describe changes in dynamical behaviour. Using normal form theory, see for instance [8] , one can also obtain qualitative information about the dynamical behaviour near the bifurcation point. The main advantage of our method is that we have the freedom to obtain the Taylor approximation of the conjugate dynamical system in normal form and at the same time obtain explicit bounds on the difference between the conjugate dynamical system and the normal form. Those explicit bounds allow us to obtain quantitative information about the dynamical behaviour near the bifurcation point. In the proof, we will extend the original dynamical system by adding the parameters as new variables. The main challenge in the proof of this generalization consists of choosing the right norm on the extended Banach space Λ × X, where Λ is our parameter space.
We also want to generalize our method to center manifold in ODEs, i.e continuous time dynamical systems. For continuous time dynamical systems given by an ODEẋ = f (x), we want to construct a conjugacy K between the center subspace and the center manifold as well as a vector fieldẋ = R(x) on the center subspace such that orbits of R are mapped by K to orbits of f , analogous to what we did for discrete dynamical systems. This means that if we take a solution y(t) of the ODEẋ = R(x) on the center subspace, K(y(t)) should be a solution of the ODEẋ = f (x) on the center manifold, i.e. f (K(y(t)) = DK(y(t)) · R(y(t)).
(1.0.
2)
The main difference with the conjugacy equation (1.0.1) of the discrete case, is the spatial derivative of K at the right hand side of (1.0.2). In the discrete case we rewrote (1.0.1) as a fixed point problem, (K, R) = Θ(K, R), and showed that Θ is a contraction. If we would use the same strategy in the continuous case, we would try to rewrite (1.0.2) as a fixed point problem (K, R) = Θ(K, R). However, we now encounter two problems we have to overcome. The center manifold, and therefore K, that we obtain will only be C n , whereas Θ is a differential operator. Thus we must find a suitable function space A on which Θ is well-defined, as well as define a norm on A and find a set B ⊂ A such that Θ is a contraction on B. To circumvent those two problems, we will solve an equivalent problem to obtain K and R. If K and R solve (1.0.2), then K is also a conjugacy between the time tmap on the center subspace and the time t-map on the center manifold, for any t ≥ 0, where we will denote the latter time t-map by ϕ t . Conversely, if we find a single conjugacy K and a semigroup of discrete dynamical system {ψ t } t≥0 on the center subspace such that
for all t ≥ 0, then we choose R to be the infinitesimal generator of {ψ t } t≥0 and K maps orbits on the center subspace to orbits on the center manifold., i.e. K and R solve (1.0.
2) The main advantage of this equivalence is that the time t-map of f is a discrete dynamical system, for which we can use our parameterization method from [14] . On the other hand, instead of finding a conjugacy and a conjugate dynamical system for one dynamical system, we need to find a collection of conjugate dynamical systems and a single conjugacy (independent of t) for a collection of dynamical systems. Hence we will prove that the conjugacy we obtain for a single time t-map of f will be a conjugacy for all t > 0 for a judicious choice of ψ t . We will demonstrate (the strength of) our method with an application which is simple yet illustrates the essential steps involved. For our application, we consider the spatial dynamics of a reaction diffusion equation on a 2D grid. By varying a parameter in the system, a period-doubling bifurcation occurs. Using the freedom to obtain the conjugate dynamics in normal form, and by computing explicit bounds on the difference between the normal form and the conjugate dynamics, we obtain explicit regions in the phase space in which a period-2 orbit must lie after the bifurcation. To obtain the explicit error bounds and subsequently the explicit regions of validity, we use the Mathematica Notebook available in [15] . Furthermore, using the explicit error bounds, we also prove that a heteroclinic orbit emerges between the period-2 orbit and the stationary point.
Outline of the paper
The paper consists of three parts. We first introduce notation and restate our main theorem from [14] . In Section 2 we will give the generalization of the parameterization method to dynamical systems with parameters. In addition to this first generalization, we will also show how one can compute explicit error bounds for the Taylor approximations of K and R. We then continue in Section 3 with the generalization to center manifolds in continuous time dynamical systems. Our proof will use the equivalent problem of finding a conjugate dynamical systems for the time t-maps and a single conjugacy, which is done using multiple intermediate steps. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 4 with the application of the parameterization method to obtain a period doubling-bifurcation in a reaction diffusion equation.
Notation and conventions
We use the following notation and conventions in this paper.
-For functions f : X → Y between Banach spaces, we denote with
the C n norm of f for n ≥ 0.
For X and Y Banach spaces, we denote with
the Banach space of all C n bounded functions between X and Y .
-For a bounded linear operator A : X → Y between Banach spaces, we denote with
Ax the operator norm of A.
For X and Y Banach spaces, we denote with Furthermore, we call an unbounded linear operator A sectorial if it satisfies the following three properties.
-The operator A is closed, i.e. the graph of A is closed in X × Y , and densely defined, i.e. D(A) is dense in X.
-There exist constants w ∈ R and λ > 0 such that the spectrum σ(A) is contained in the sector {z ∈ C | | Im(z)| < λ Re(w − z)}.
-There exists a constant C > 0 such that for all z ∈ C outside the sec-
Parameterization theorem for center manifolds
For the sake of completeness, we will repeat the statement of the paramaterization method for center manifolds for discrete systems in [14] .
Theorem 1.1 (Parameterization of the center manifold). Let X be a Banach space and F : X → X a C n , n ≥ 2, discrete dynamical system on X such that 0 is a fixed point of F . Denote F = A + g with A := Df (0) and let k c : X c → X c be chosen. Assume that 1. There exist closed A-invariant subspaces X c , X u and X s such that X =
and similarly define A u and A s .
where x i ∈ X i and · i is the norm on X i for i = c, u, s.
The linear operators
A c and A u are invertible.
The norm on X is such that
4. The non-linearities g and k c satisfy
for L g and L c small enough, as defined in Remark 2.4 of [14] .
Then there exist a C n conjugacy K : X c → X and C n discrete dynamical system
Furthermore, A c + r is globally invertible and K = ι + kc ku ks with ι : X c → X the inclusion map.
Remark 1.2. If F is C n with respect to an arbitrary norm on X and condition 1 is satisfied, we can define an equivalent norm on X which satisfies condition 1a and leaves the norm unchanged on X c , X u and X s . The reason for asking condition 1a is that it allows us to make our estimates explicit. 
for L g and L c small enough.
Hence it seems like our statement of the theorem is slightly weaker than in [14] . However L g and L c are defined in terms of strict inequalities. Thus we can replace the less than or equal to signs in condition 4 with strict inequalities, if we also replace the strict inequalities in the definition of L g and L c with less than or equal to signs.
Remark 1.4. For a general dynamical system, the non-linearity g will be unbounded in C n . To satisfy the fourth assumption, the usual approach in R n is to multiply g with a smooth cut-off function ξ, such that gξ is bounded in C n . By shrinking the support of the cut-off function, the norm of the derivative of gξ can then be made as small as desired. If we apply Theorem 1.1 to the map x → Ax + g(x)ξ(x), we find a local center manifold for our original system, which is valid on the region where ξ ≡ 1. In Section 4 we will see a different trick to bound the derivative of g.
Parameter-dependent systems
Center manifolds naturally occur at bifurcations, which can happen in dynamical systems with parameters. Hence a natural setting to which we want to generalize Theorem 1.1, are discrete dynamical systems with parameters. For simplicity, we will assume without loss of generality that for λ = 0 there exists a center manifold.
The norm on X is such that
Furthermore, we assume that 5. LetW ⊂ W and ε > 0 be such thatW ε ⊂ W and
for the L g and L c from Theorem 1.1 for F 0 .
Then there exist a jointly C n conjugacy K :W × X c → X and jointly C n discrete dynamical system 
That is, for every z ∈ X, we can find y ∈ X c and x ∈ X u ⊕ X s such that z + Ax = x + y.
Proof. The idea behind the proof is to create a dynamical systemF : W × X → W ×X by considering the parameters as extra variables, and apply Theorem 1.1 to this new dynamical system. However, if W R m , Theorem 1.1 cannot be applied as W × X is not a Banach space. So we first have to extendF to a dynamical system on R m × X.
Let ε > 0 andW be such that condition 5 is satisfied. We consider a smooth cut-off function ξ : R m → [0, 1] such that ξ ≡ 1 onW , and its support lies iñ W ε . Consider the dynamical system
,
with the convention that g λ (x)ξ(λ) = 0 outside W . In particular we have that F ≡ (Id, F λ ) onW × X.
To make Y a Banach space, we have to define a norm on Y . Denote the norm on R m with · R m , which we can choose freely, and the norm on X with · X . We equip Y with the supremum norm (λ, x) Ỹ := max{ λ R m , x X }. We now want to apply Theorem 1.1 toF . Hence we want to use the norm · Ỹ to check the smoothness ofF and find the invariant subspaces Y c , Y u and Y s as in assumption 1 of Theorem 1.1. We then define an equivalent norm · Y on Y such that condition 1a of Theorem 1.1 is satisfied, see (2.0.7).
Smoothness and linearization:
We first have to show thatF is C n . The linear part ofF is smooth, and the non-linear part is C n , since g λ : W × X → X is jointly C n by assumption and ξ is smooth by construction. Thus their product is also C n . Furthermore, (0, 0) is a fixed point ofF and the derivative ofF at (0, 0) is given byÃ
since g(0, 0) = 0, D λ g(0, 0) = 0 and D x g(0, 0) = 0. In particular we see that our non-linearity is indeedg(λ, x) := (0, g λ (x)ξ(λ)).
Invariant subspaces: For the first condition of Theorem 1.1 we need to define closedÃ-invariant subspaces Y c , Y u and Y s . Let (e i ) m i=1 ⊂ R m be a basis of R m , and denote C i = Ce i . By Remark 2.3, we can find elements (
Furthermore, by construction we have that Y u and Y s are invariant underÃ, and for an element
. Now that we have found our invariant subspaces, we can define a norm · Y on Y which is equivalent with · Ỹ and satisfies condition 1a of Theorem 1.1:
In particular, we have that A u = A u andÃ s = A s , and their operator norms are equal given the norm · Y on Y .
Invertibility: For the second condition of Theorem 1.1, we have to check that A restricted to Y c or Y u is invertible. As we already noted,Ã u = A u , which is invertible. One can check that the inverse ofÃ c is defined by
Hence we have to show thatÃ −1 c defines a bounded linear map. We want to reiterate that we can choose the norm on R m since all norms on R m are equivalent. Let M > 0, and define
(2.0.8)
We will not give an explicit value for M , but we will argue during the proof that the conditions of Theorem 1.1 are satisfied for M large enough. The norm of y = (0, x) + m i=1 λ i (e i , x i ) is given by
Let y ∈ Y c be inside the unit ball, i.e. M m i=1 |λ i | ≤ 1 and x X ≤ 1. Then we estimate
Here we define C y := max 1≤i≤m { y i X } in the last inequality, and we use that
is a bounded linear operator, and henceÃ c is invertible, which shows that the second condition of Theorem 1.1 is satisfied.
Bounds on the linearization: For the third condition of Theorem 1.1, we have to estimate the operator norm ofÃ c , as we have already computed a bound for the operator norm ofÃ −1 c . For an element y ∈ Y c in the unit ball, we have
(2.0.10)
Since we estimate both Ã c op and Ã −1 c op by at least 1, it is enough to check the third assumption forñ = n. From assumption 3a we have
Therefore, there exists an ε > 0 such that also
In particular, we take M big enough, such that from (2.0.9) and (2.0.10) we obtain Bounds on the non-linearities: Finally, we have to check that fourth condition of Theorem 1.1 is satisfied forF . Recall that the non-linearity ofF is given byg
with ξ the same cut-off function and λ = m i=1 λ i e i . We will only check that Dg 0 < L g , as checking Dk c 0 < L c will go analogously. We have
where we introduce
Recall that ξ ∈ [0, 1] has support on W ε and we defined τ
where we used the triangle inequality in the last line to estimate
for all µ ∈ R m and y ∈ X such that y − τ (µ) X ≤ 1 and µ R m ≤ 1. Here we introduce the constant C x := max 1≤i≤m { x i X }. From assumption 5 we have that sup λ∈W ε D x g λ 0 < L g . Thus we must show that we can make B(λ, x) op arbitrary small uniformly onW ε × X. From the definition of B in (2.0.14) we
Here we used that ξ(λ) ∈ [0, 1] for λ ∈W ε . From condition 5 it follows that both D λ g and g are uniformly bounded onW ε × X. We need to show that we can take the norm · R m such that both terms of (2.0.16) are sufficiently small. As we mentioned in Remark 2.2, the operator norm of D λ g depends on the norm on R m . Recall that our norm is defined as
Likewise, we have that the operator norm of ∂ξ ∂λ scales as 1/M . Furthermore, we remark that the supremum norm of g does not depend on the norm on R m . Hence we can make (2.0.16) as small as desired if we take M sufficiently large.
Simultaneously we have that 1 + M −1 C x ↓ 1 as M → ∞. Together with the strict upper bound sup λ∈W ε D x g λ op < L g , we see that we can choose M large enough such that (2.0.15) becomes
In a similar fashion, we can choose M large enough such that Dk c 0 < L c . In particular, we see that assumption 4 of Theorem 1.1 is satisfied forF . Verifying the conjugacy equation: We can apply Theorem 1.1 to the dynamical systemF . Thus we findK :
andR =Ã c +r. However, we claimed that for λ ∈W we
Here we used thatk c (λ, x + τ (λ)) = (0, k c,λ (x)). We recall the definition of
On the other hand, we write y(λ) = m i=1 λ i y i ∈ X c and obtaiñ
With the definition of k u,λ and k s,λ , (2.0.20) restricted to X becomes
Thus (2.0.1) holds for all λ ∈W . Furthermore, the smoothness of K λ and R λ follows from the smoothness ofK andR. Finally, R λ is invertible sinceR is invertible.
As a consequence of Theorem 2.1, we can prove the existence of bifurcations in dynamical systems with parameters. Since the solution of (2.0.1) is unique, the Taylor expansion of R(λ, x) is also unique and determined by (2.0.1) and our choice of k c . Thus if we choose k c such that the Taylor approximation of R is the normal form of a bifurcation, we know qualitatively how the dynamical behaviour of F changes on the center manifold as the parameter changes. To obtain quantitative information of the dynamical behaviour on the center manifold, we want local bounds on the Taylor approximation of R. That is, given the conjugate dynamical system R and its Taylor expansion P R , we are interested in local bounds on R − P R . Proposition 2.4. Let X = R m and F : X → X a C n , n ≥ 2, discrete dynamical system on X such that 0 is a fixed point of F . Let k c : X c → X c be C n and such that Theorem 1.1 holds. Let P R and P K be the Taylor expansion of R and K of order n − 1. Then there exist a neighborhood U of 0 such that for every neighborhood 0 ∈ U ⊂ U there exists constants C R and C K such that
Remark 2.5. We first remark that our constants C R and C K only depend on the neighborhood U , the dynamical system F and our choice of k c . Furthermore, the constants C R and C K can explicitly be computed, see Remark 2.7.
Remark 2.6. For a dynamical system F : Proof. Before we start the proof, let us recall what it means that k c is chosen such that Theorem 1.1 holds, which can be found in Remark 2.4 from [14] . First, we have bounds L c , L u and L s for the derivatives of k c , k u and k s respectively. We note that L u , L s ≤ 1 + L c . Furthermore, we have that R = A c + r is invertible with inverse T = A −1 c + t, and the derivatives of R and T are bounded by A c op + L r and L −1 respectively. Finally, we have the inequalities
where L g is an upper bound for the derivative of g. Hence in particular we have the weaker bounds
We expand the conjugacy equation using the Taylor expansions to obtain
Here we define Q :
We write the equation component-wise, i.e. using the splitting X = X c ⊕ X u ⊕ X s we obtain the three equations
We note that Q 1 is of order x n at the origin. Furthermore, we have that A u and R are both invertible, and recall that we defined T = R −1 . Hence we rewrite the second and third equation of (2.0.21) as
To obtain local bounds on h R and h K , we consider a bounded neighborhood
which we will generalize to a C n cut-off function in Section 4. We then consider the cut-off function on R m defined by
Thus in particular it follows from (2.0.22) that, where we will write ϕ instead of ϕ U ,
We make the following observations:
-Any bound we find on h R • ϕ and h K • ϕ will be a local bound for h R and h K on U .
-The functions h K,c/s/u • ϕ, h R • ϕ and h F • ϕ are bounded and of order x n at the origin. Therefore, there exists constants
-The derivatives of K, R and T are bounded by 1 + L c , A c op + L r and L −1 respectively. Hence we have the bounds K(
-There exists a constant C Q depending on U such that Q 2 • ϕ and Q 3 • ϕ are bounded by C Q . In particular, the constant C Q goes to zero when the diameter of the neighborhood U goes to zero.
-The polynomial Q 1 •ϕ is bounded and is of order x n at the origin. Therefore, there exists a constant C P depending on U such that
We can estimate h R • ϕ, h K,u • ϕ and h K,s • ϕ using those observations and (2.0.24). We apply the triangle inequality and substitute the estimates from our observations in (2.0.24) to obtain
Here we used the crude estimate
To obtain the constants C R , C K,u and C K,s we will show that the map
has a unique component-wise positive fixed point. We first note that (2.0.25) is of the form C → AC + b. We find
As we mentioned at the beginning of the proof, we have
Furthermore, C Q can be made as small as desired by decreasing the diameter of U . Hence there exists a neighborhood U of 0 such that C → AC + b is a contraction for every neighborhood U ⊂ U. We know from the smoothness of R and K that there exist large, non-explicit bounds C R , C K,u and C K,s . From this starting point, by iterating the inequalities above we conclude that the unique fixed point of (2.0.25) provides an explicit bound.
Remark 2.7. We again write C → AC + b for (2.0.25), and note that A and b are both component-wise positive. In practice, we do not compute the right hand side of (2.0.26) and show that it is strictly less than 1. Instead, we find C component-wise positive such that AC + b <C component-wise. From the Min-max CollatzWielandt formula it follows that (2.0.25) is a contraction, so it has a unique fixed point, explicitly given by C := (A − Id) −1 b. We can then either use C or our AnsatzC, which is component-wise larger than C, to obtain the constants C R , C K,u and C K,s .
Remark 2.8. In the proof Proposition 2.4 we find constants C R and C K such that h R (x) ≤ C R x n and h K (x) ≤ C K x n for h R := R − A c − P R and h K := K − ι − P K . We note that under the assumptions of Proposition 2.4 we can also find constants C R,m and C K,m such that D m h R (x) ≤ C R,m x n−m and D m h K (x) ≤ C K,m x n−m . To obtain those bounds, we have to modify the proof slightly. Before we introduce the cut-off function ϕ U in (2.0.23), we take the m th derivative on both sides of (2.0.22). We then obtain an expression similar to (2.0.24) for the composition of the m th derivative of h and ϕ U , except the right hand side of the equation will be more complicated due to taking derivatives of compositions and products. We can still use the triangle inequality to obtain a system like the system in (2.0.25) we have to solve to obtain C R,m and C K,m . That is, the right hand side of the system will be of the form
Here the norm of the matrix E U goes to 0 as the diameter of U goes to zero, and the vector D U is continuous as function of the diameter of U . Since both Finally, if X is higher dimensional, we do not have to assume that our Taylor expansions are of the same order in every variable. For example, we may also obtain a Taylor expansion in two variables x and y of the form c 0,0 + c 1,0 x + c 2,0 x 2 + c 3,0 x 3 + c 0,1 y + c 1,1 xy. In that case our bound on R − P R will reflect the different orders of the Taylor expansion, i.e. in our example the bound will be of the form c 4,0 x 4 + c 0,2 y 2 + c 2,1 x 2 y + c 1,2 xy 2 .
Remark 2.9. In the proof of Proposition 2.4 we used the crude estimate R(x) ≤ ( A c op + L r ) x in the observations after (2.0.24). The bound we find for C R and C K by solving (2.0.25) depends on this estimate. That is, if we have a better estimate for R(x), the bound we find for C R and C K improves. Since we know the Taylor expansion of R, and we know that the constant C R exists on U as R is C n , we can improve the bound on R(x) using
We can similarly improve the bounds for K(x) and T (x) on U in the same observation.
will be a parameterization theorem for ODEs. To prove the existence of center manifolds, we will use the time t-maps of the ODE. That is, we will show that there exists a time-independent conjugacy between the time t-maps of the ODE and time t-maps of a conjugate vector field on the center subspace. To do so, the time t-maps of our ODE have to exist and have to be sufficiently smooth. We first state an existence result. We recall that we defined sectorial operators in Section 1.1 such that exp(At) exists for all t ≥ 0 if A is sectorial.
Proposition 3.1. Let A : X → X be a sectorial operator and g : X → X a uniformly bounded C n function. Then there exists a jointly C n flow map ϕ : (0, ∞) × X → X such that
In particular, ϕ(t, x) is a solution to the ODĖ
for t > 0.
Proof. The existence of the flow map for all t > 0 is Theorem 3.3.4 of [10] and the smoothness of the flow map is Corollary 3.4.6 of [10] .
Remark 3.2. The flow ϕ exists for all t ≥ 0, but if A is not bounded then ϕ is not necessarily differentiable at t = 0.
Beside the existence result of the time t-map, we also need that the nonlinearity G t of the time t-map is uniformly bounded. In fact, we have an explicit bound on the derivative of G t in terms of A, t and Dg 0 . Thus G τ is defined as
which is jointly C n on (0, ∞). We will use Grönwall's inequality to show that G τ (0) = 0. Using the smoothness of G τ , we can show that also DG τ (0) = 0.
Finally, we will only prove that DG τ 0 ≤ L G ( Dg 0 , τ ) , as the proof that G τ is uniformly bounded in the C n norm is similar. By taking the norm on both sides of (3.0.2) for x = 0, we obtain
Both s → g(G s (0)) and s → exp(A(τ − s)) op are continuous, thus with Grönwall's inequality we obtain G τ (0) ≤ 0, and therefore G τ (0) = 0.
To show that DG τ (0) = 0, we take the derivative of (3.0.2) and obtain Since the right hand side does not depend on x, we find
We can use analogous estimates to recursively show that G τ is uniformly bounded in C n norm. That is, we take the m-th derivative of (3.0.2) for m ≤ n, take the norm on both sides of this new equation and apply Grönwall's inequality.
Parameterization theorem for ODEs
The previous two propositions allow us to use Theorem 1.1 on a single time t-map, provided the non-linearity g is small enough. We would like to apply Theorem 2.1 to a collection of time t-maps. If we consider the dynamical system (t, x) → ϕ t+τ (x) on R × X as we would do in Theorem 2.1, then the nonlinearity of our dynamical system is given by (t, x) → (exp(At) − exp(Aτ )) x + G τ +t (x). In particular, we see that the time derivative of the non-linearity will be unbounded, hence we can not apply Theorem 2.1 to a collection of time t-maps. However, we can construct a collection of discrete dynamical systems on the center subspace, and prove that these discrete dynamical systems are precisely the time t-maps of a conjugate vector field on the center subspace.
Theorem 3.4 (Center manifolds for flows). Let X be a Banach space and f = A + g a vector field on X. Here A : D(A) ⊂ X → X is a sectorial operator and g : X → X is a C n , n ≥ 2, vector field such that g(0) = 0 and Dg(0) = 0.
Let k c : X c → X c be chosen. Assume that there exists a τ > 0 such that 1. There exists closed subspace X c , X u and X s such that X = X c ⊕ X u ⊕ X s for which we have A : 4. The non-linearities g and k c satisfy Then there exist a C n conjugacy K : X c → X and C n vector field R = A c + r : X c → X c such that the flow ψ : [0, ∞) × X c → X c of R is mapped to the flow of f under K:
Furthermore, K and R have the following properties:
A) The vector field R = A c + r has forward and backward flow which satisfies the ODEẏ(t) = R(y(t)) for all initial conditions y(0) = y 0 ∈ X c . Furthermore, we have
B) The conjugacy K is given by
with ι : X c → X the inclusion map and
The constants L u and L s depend on L G (L g , τ ) and L c .
Remark 3.5. If we assume that k c is C n instead of C n+1 , then the vector field R on X c would only be C n−1 .
Remark 3.6. We note that we again assume that the non-linearity g is bounded in C n . We want to remark that this is a bound on the non-linearity of the ODĖ x = Ax + g(x), and not on the non-linearity of the time τ -map.
Remark 3.7. Similar to how we generalized Theorem 1.1 to dynamical systems with parameters in Theorem 2.1, we can generalize Theorem 3.4 to ODEs with parameters. That is, we expand our ODE to include the parameters as variables, i.e., we consider (λ,ẋ) = (0, Ax + Cλ + g(λ, x)). Then the proof would be a combination of the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 3.4.
Obtaining the conjugacy
As we mentioned before, we want to construct the time t-maps of a conjugate vector field on the center subspace. Instead of giving a single long proof of Theorem 3.4, we will split it into several lemmas from which Theorem 3.4 will follow. As a starting point, we assume in Theorem 3.4 that for a specific time τ > 0 the time τ -map satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.1. From now on, τ > 0 will always refer to the specific time from Theorem 3.4.
Lemma 3.8. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.4, there exists a C n conjugacy K : X c → X and C n discrete dynamical system Ψ τ = exp(A c τ ) + ψ τ : X c → X c such that
Furthermore, K and Ψ τ have the following properties:
A) The dynamical system Ψ τ = exp(A c τ ) + ψ τ is globally invertible and
Proof. From Propositions 3.1 and 3.3 and the assumptions of Theorem 3.4 it follows that ϕ τ together with k c satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, from which the lemma follows.
As mentioned already, we want to construct the time t-maps of a conjugate vector field on the center subspace. For the time t-map of the vector field f on X, we will prove the existence of a conjugate discrete dynamical system Ψ t on the center subspace. We will then show that the dynamical systems Ψ t are in fact the time t-maps of a conjugate vector field on the center subspace. 
Before we prove the lemma, we will give the idea behind the construction of the conjugate dynamical systems Ψ t . We want to solve the conjugacy equation ϕ t •K = K •Ψ t where the conjugacy K is given by the equation
With the flow property of ϕ t , we have
Hence we see that ϕ t • K is also a conjugacy between ϕ τ and Ψ τ . In [14] we proved that the center manifold is unique under some mild conditions. In particular, we have that for any two conjugacies K andK there exists a diffeomorphism ζ : X c → X c such that K • ζ =K. In our case, this means that we obtain diffeomorphisms ζ t such that K • ζ t = ϕ t • K. Thus we have to prove that the conditions which imply a unique center manifold are satisfied. For the sake of completeness, we will repeat the uniqueness results from [14] . Lemma 3.10 (Lemma 6.2 in [14] ). Let F : X → X and k c : X c → X c satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.1. Then the conjugacy equation are the same, for K,K the (unique) conjugacy obtained from Theorem 1.1. In particular, there exists a diffeomorphism ζ : X c → X c such that K • ζ =K.
We are now ready to prove Lemma 3.9.
Proof of Lemma 3.9. We first note that from the invertiblity of exp(A c τ ) it follows that A c is bounded. We have
By definition, (exp(A c τ )) −1 is bounded and A c exp(A c τ ) is the time derivative of t → exp(A c t) at τ > 0, hence bounded as A c is a sectioral operator. So the right hand side is a bounded operator, thus A c is also a bounded operator. In particular, this means that exp(A c t) exists for all t ∈ R.
For t ≥ 0 we define the conjugacy K t :
As we already mentioned, we want to show that there exists a diffeomorphism ζ t :
This would follow directly from Lemma 3.11 if its condition is satisfied. That is, K t should be the conjugacy obtained from Theorem 1.1 when we choosẽ
instead of k c in Theorem 1.1. We note that we need to check thatk c satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.1, i.e.k c lies in C n b and its derivative is bounded by L c . We will then use Lemma 3.10 to show that K t is the conjugacy obtained by Theorem 1.1, and hence we can apply Lemma 3.11. Indeed, we have to show that 1. The non-linearityk c lies in C n b and its derivative is bounded by L c . 2. The (un)stable parts of K t are bounded.
3. The linear part of R t is exp(A c τ ), its non-linearity is bounded, and R t is a homeomorphism.
1)
We havẽ
Since all terms of the right hand side are C n , we have thatk c is C n . Furthermore, exp(A c t) is a bounded linear operator, k c and G c,t are bounded functions in C n , hencek c is bounded in C n norm. Finally, its derivative is given by
We obtain the estimate
We want to prove that the right hand side is bounded by L c . From the definition of L G 2) We note that k u is bounded and continuous, hence also
is bounded and continuous, as exp(A u t) is a bounded operator and G u,t is bounded. Similar, we can show that K s,t is bounded and continuous.
3) From Lemma 3.8 it follows that Ψ τ = exp(A c τ ) + ψ τ is a homeomorphism,
is also a homeomorphism. Furthermore, exp(±A c t) and exp(A c τ ) commute, thus we have
Thus the linear part of R t is exp(A c τ ), and its non-linearity is bounded, since exp(A c t) is a bounded linear operator and ψ τ is bounded. Now that we have proven the conditions for both Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11, we apply Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11 to K t for all t ∈ [0, T ). That is, for t ∈ [0, T ) there exists a diffeomorphism ζ t = Id +ψ t • exp(−A c t) such that
Therefore, K is the conjugacy between the time t-map ϕ t on X and the dynamical system Ψ t := exp(A c t) + ψ t on the center subspace for any t ∈ [0, T ).
Obtaining the vector field
We now have a collection (Ψ t ) t∈[0,T ) of dynamical systems on the center subspace, where each dynamical system Ψ t is conjugate with ϕ t . We want to show that there exists a vector fieldẋ = A c x + r(x) on the center subspace such that Ψ t is its time t-map for all t ∈ [0, T ). Hence we first want to show that t → Ψ t is differentiable. 
Furthermore, if Φ is differentiable with respect to time and x → ∂Φ ∂t (t, x) is C n , then Ξ(Φ) has the same smoothness.
Proof. From Lemma 3.9 it follows that ψ t satisfies
In particular, from the center part it follows that ψ t satisfies
Assume that Φ is differentiable with respect to time and x → ∂Φ ∂t (x) is C n , then we want to show that all three terms in (3.3.1), namely exp(A c t)k c (x), G c,t (K(x)) and k c (exp(A c t)x + Φ t (x)) have the same smoothness as Φ.
is differentiable with respect to time and its time derivative is C n as function on X. 
which is a C n function X. For the derivative at 0 we derive, where we denote H(s, x) = exp(−A c s)g c (exp(As)x + G s (x)),
We want to show that (3.3.3) and (3.3.4) both go to 0 when t ↓ 0. This shows that G c,t is differentiable at t = 0 with derivative g c , which is C n . We start with (3.3.3). We note that H(s, x) is uniformly bounded on [0, T ] × X c , and we denote its bound by C. Then we obtain Thus also (3.3.4) goes to 0 if t ↓ 0. Hence G c,t is also differentiable at t = 0, and its time derivative g c at t = 0 is C n as function on X c .
is C n as function on X.
Thus if Φ is differentiable with respect to time and x → ∂Φ ∂t (t, x) is C n , then so is Ξ(Φ). 
Proof. Recall that Dk c 0 < L c , which is small enough in the sense of Theorem 1.1. In particular, this means that L c < 1. The result then follows from
Under the conditions of Theorem 3.4, the fixed point Φ Ξ of the contraction Ξ is differentiable with respect to time and x → ∂Φ ∂t (t, x) is C n . Proof. The argument for the first part of the lemma is analogous to the argument used in the proof of Lemma 3.2 i) in [14] .
In particular, we have shown in Lemma 3.12 that (t, x) → ψ t (x) is a fixed point of Ξ, and hence from Lemma 3.13 it follows that it is the unique fixed point of Ξ. Therefore, it follows from Lemma 3.14 that t → ψ t is differentiable and x → ∂ψt ∂t (x) is C n . In particular, we can now prove that the time t-map oḟ x = ∂Ψt ∂t t=0 (x) is given by Ψ t for all t ∈ [0, T ).
Lemma 3.15. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.4, the time t-map of the vector fieldẋ = R(x) := ∂Ψt ∂t t=0 (x) on the center manifold is the map Ψ t defined in Lemma 3.9 for all t ∈ [0, T ). Moreover, for all t ≥ 0, we have
Proof. It follows from Lemmas 3.12 to 3.14 that x → ∂ϕt ∂t (x) is well-defined and C n for all t ∈ [0, T ). Recall that Ψ t (x) = exp(A c t)x + ψ t (x) and A c is bounded, hence x → ∂Ψt ∂t (x) is well-defined and C n for all t ∈ [0, T ). Thus we can define the C n map
For x ∈ X c , we want to show that t → Ψ t (x) is the orbit of x underẋ = R(x) for t ∈ [0, T ). That is, we have to show that
Equivalently, we want to show that Ψ t has the flow property on [0, T ), i.e.
T ), then from Lemmas 3.12 and 3.13 it follows that ψ t+s is the unique fixed point of Ξ, and hence Ψ t+s = exp(A c (t + s)) + ψ t+s is the unique solution of ϕ t+s • K = K • Ψ t+s . On the other hand, from the flow property ϕ s • ϕ t = ϕ t+s we obtain
Therefore, we obtain Ψ t+s = Ψ s • Ψ t . Hence, the time t-map ofẋ = R(x) is given by Ψ t defined in Lemma 3.9 for all t ∈ [0, T ). We still have to show that all orbits in X c given byẋ = R(x) exist for all t ≥ 0 and that ϕ t • K = K • Ψ t for all t ≥ 0, where Ψ t is the time tmap of R. Since Ψ t : X c → X c is well-defined for all t ∈ [0, T ), we can use the flow property of the time t-maps of R to see that time t-map of R exists for all t ≥ 0. Furthermore, if t ≥ 0, then there exists an N ∈ N such that s = t − T N/2 ∈ [0, T /2), hence we have
Proof of Theorem 3.4
We can now finish the proof of Theorem 3.4
Proof of Theorem 3.4. It follows from Lemma 3.15 that K : X c → X maps the flow of R : X c → X c to the flow of f : X → X. Furthermore, it follows from Lemma 3.8 that K has the desired properties. It follows from Lemma 3.14 and (3.3.2) that r is a fixed point of the contraction
Hence r is bounded, and the set {ξ | ξ(0) = 0 and Dξ(0) = 0} is invariant under Θ, thus both r(0) = 0 and Dr(0) = 0. Since A c is also bounded, we see thaṫ x = R(x) = A c x + r(x) has forward and backward flow.
Since the conjugate vector field R has backward flow, we can show that the vector field f has backward flow on the center manifold. Proof. If x 0 ∈ K(X c ), there exists an y 0 ∈ X c such that x 0 = K(y 0 ). The forward flow satisfies ϕ t (x 0 ) = ϕ t (K(y 0 )) = K(Ψ t (y 0 )), thus K(X c ) in invariant under the forward flow of f . Furthermore, we define the backward flow on K(X c ) by
In particular, we have for all t, s ∈ R
Thus ϕ t has the flow property on the center manifold for all t ∈ R, and in particular we have that ϕ t is the flow of f for t ≥ 0, hence ϕ t is the flow of f for all t ∈ R.
An application
As an illustration of the parameterization method, we will prove the existence of a period doubling bifurcation in a two dimensional discrete dynamical system. Furthermore, we will give explicit regions in the phase space in which the period orbit will lie for small parameter values after the bifurcation. Finally, we also show the existence of heteroclinic orbits from the periodic orbit to the stationary point that the periodic orbit bifurcated from.
A bifurcation in a in reaction-diffusion system
We consider a reaction-diffusion equation with transport on the integer lattice given bẏ
Here n ∈ Z and λ is a bifurcation parameter. The coefficient 6+λ in the reaction term is chosen so that a bifurcation happens at λ = 0. A stationary solution to (4.1.1) is an orbit of the discrete dynamical system
We will prove that at λ = 0 and u = 0 there occurs a period doubling bifurcation in this map. Furthermore, we want to find computationally the parameter range for which we can prove that there exists a period 2-orbit, and show that for these parameter values, there also exists a heteroclinic orbit between the origin and the period 2-orbit. Hence we find a family of stationary solutions (u n ) n∈Z of (4.1.1) which limits to 0 as n → −∞ and limits to a 2-periodic profile as n → ∞, or vice versa. For λ = 0, the linearization of (4.1.2) at the origin is given by
which has eigenvalues −1 and −2. We apply the coordinate transformation (u n−1 , u n ) → (x, y) = (−2u n−1 − u n , 2u n−1 + 2u n ) such that the linearization becomes diagonal, and (4.1.2) is equivalent to
If we want to apply Theorem 2.1, we need to replace g c and g u with bounded C n functions. Assume for now that we replaced g c by h c such that h c is a uniformly bounded C n function with h c ≡ g c on a neighborhood around 0. Likewise, assume that g u is replaced by h u such that h u is uniformly bounded in C n and h u ≡ g u on the same neighborhood around 0. Let us denote this neighborhood by B. Then we consider the dynamical system F :
If we can apply Theorem 2.1 to (4.1.4) for a suitable choice of k c and parameter set W ⊂ R, then the center manifold of (4.1.4) will be a local center manifold for (4.1.3). In fact, the intersection of the center manifold of (4.1.4) and B is a local center manifold of (4.1.3).
Conditions on the linearization
To apply Theorem 2.1 to (4.1.4), we have to choose k c and a parameter set W ⊂ R for which the six conditions of the theorem hold. Conditions 4 and 6 depend not only on our choice of k c and W , but also on our choice of the functions h c and h u , whereas the other conditions do not depend on the choices we make. Therefore, we will check conditions 1, 2 and 3a of Theorem 2.1 first. Condition 1: From the definition ofF in (4.1.4), it follows that
Hence we have the invariant subspaces X c = e 1 and X u = e 2 .
Condition 2:
We have A c = −1 and A u = −2, which are both invertible.
Condition 3a:
We have for n ∈ N
Normal forms
Before we choose k c , W , h c and h u and apply Theorem 2.1 to (4.1.4), we want to prove that there is a period doubling bifurcation, and find where the periodic orbit is on the center subspace. This allows us to make an informed choice for k c , W , h u and h c . Assume for now that we can apply Theorem 2.1, i.e. we have chosen k c , W , h c and h u all sufficiently small. Then we obtain a conjugate dynamical system
such that r(0, 0) = 0 and ∂r ∂x (0, 0) = ∂r ∂λ (0, 0) = 0. The conjugacy we obtain is given by
such that k u (0, 0) = 0 and ∂ku ∂x (0, 0) = ∂ku ∂λ (0, 0) = 0. It is clear from the definition ofF that the origin is always a fixed point for any λ ∈ W . Since we obtain r and k u as fixed points of a contraction operator Θ, they will lie in any invariant set of Θ. In particular, we have that the set {h : R × X c → R × X | h(λ, 0) = 0 for λ ∈ W } is invariant under Θ as the origin is a fixed point ofF . Therefore, we have r(λ, 0) = 0 and k u (λ, 0) = 0 for λ ∈ W . To prove the existence of the period-doubling bifurcation, we must have that R is at least C 3 , and satisfies the conditions Since K and R satisfy the conjugacy equatioñ
we can compute the higher order derivatives of r and k u once we have chosen k c . That is, we can solve the conjugacy equation order by order given the Taylor expansion of k c . In particular, when we take k c independent of λ, we obtain an explicit formula for the partial derivative of R with respect to x at (λ, 0). We compute
We use Taylor's Theorem to write
Thus we obtain
For the second and third derivative with respect to x of R at (0, 0), we write k c (x) = c 2 x 2 + o(x 3 ) and compute
For any choice of c 2 we have 2 ∂ 3 R ∂x 3 (0, 0) + 3 ∂ 2 R ∂x 2 (0, 0) 2 = −48 = 0. Therefore, (4.1.4) has a period-doubling bifurcation at λ = 0. However, this gives us no a priori information about the interval of existence or the location of the periodic orbit of (4.1.4). To obtain this information of the 2-periodic orbit or to prove the existence of heteroclinic orbits, we need an approximation of both R and K as well as error bounds on our approximations.
Taylor approximations
As we see in (4.3.2), our choice of k c has influence on both the second and third derivative of R with respect to x. The normal form of a period doubling bifurcation is x → (−1 + λ)x − cx 3 + o(x 4 ), so we take k c such that the second derivative of R with respect to x vanishes in the origin. To make the second derivative of R vanish, i.e. c 2 = 3 2 , we take 
We see that P R has the 2-periodic orbit x = ± √ λ/2 for λ > 0. On the other hand, we could also have chosen k c = 0, in which case the Taylor polynomial of R would be P (λ, x) = (−1 + λ)x + 3x 2 − 13x 3 . This means that we cannot find an analytic expression for the 2-periodic orbit near 0 of P . As a consequence, our analysis of the conjugate dynamics becomes harder when we choose k c = 0. Furthermore, we also compute the Taylor Polynomial P K of k u around (0, 0) for our choice of k c ≡ 3 2 x 2 locally around 0. We obtain
Error bounds on the conjugate dynamics
As P R is a good approximation for the conjugate dynamics R, the periodic orbit of R should lie close to the periodic orbit of P R . In fact, if we have a bound on the derivative of R − P R , we can explicitly find an interval which contains the periodic orbit of R. This is the content of the following proposition. 
ii) If we have the stronger estimates 0 
Hence for λ sufficiently small we may expect that E R exists and is less than 1/2. That is, we expect that the conditions of Proposition 4.1 ii) are satisfied for λ sufficiently small.
Proof. i)
We want to show that R(W ± ) ⊃ W ∓ , as the existence of a periodic orbit then follows from the Intermediate Value Theorem. We define λ ± :
orbits of x goes to the origin. In particular, we will show the stronger result that |R(λ, x)| < |x| for any non-zero
, then we write out what it means that |R(λ, x)| < |x|, where we distinguish four different cases:
We have λ + γ ≥ λ − E R λ = 4λ 2 − > 4x 2 and with E R < 1/2 and λ < 4/3 we also have λ + γ ≤ λ + E R λ < 3/2λ < 2. Therefore, if x ∈ (−λ − , λ − ) we have that the orbit of x goes to the origin. Now, let x ∈ (x − , −λ − ]. It follows from Theorem 2.1 that R(λ, ·) is invertible and continuous, hence we have x + = R(λ, x − ) > R(λ, x) > R(λ, 0) = 0. We want to show that x moves away from the periodic orbit under one iteration of R(λ, ·), i.e. we want to show that
Since E R < 1/2, we have D x R(λ, y) < −1 for all y ∈ (x − , x). We obtain from the mean value theorem, with y ∈ (x − , x), that
Therefore, we have that x moves away from the periodic orbit x ± after one iteration of R(λ, ·). Analogous, we can show that for x ∈ [λ − , x + ) we obtain that R(λ, x) ∈ (x − , 0) as well as that x moves away from the periodic orbit x ± under one iteration of R(λ, ·). Together with the fact that all orbits starting in (−λ − , λ − ) go towards the origin, we conclude that orbits starting in (x − , −λ − ] and [λ − , x + ) also go towards the origin. As we already mentioned, the dynamical system R(λ, ·) is invertible and continuous, thus the orbit of x ∈ (x − , x + ) emerges from the periodic orbit. Hence we have shown that all points x ∈ (x − , x + ) converge to the periodic orbit as n → −∞ and to the origin as n → ∞.
We still have to show that the periodic orbit in W ± is unique, so assume that there is another periodic orbit x ′ ± ∈ W ± . Then either
. Thus the orbit of either x ′ − or x − goes to the origin, which contradicts that both x ± and x ′ ± are 2-periodic.
Error bounds on the conjugacy
Similarly to how we found explicit error bounds on the 2-periodic orbit of R given explicit errors on its Taylor polynomial, we want to find an explicit rectangle in R 2 in which the image of K lies for all x ∈ I λ given the Taylor polynomial P K of k u . These are given by the following proposition. 
for all x ∈ I λ .
Proof. The computations in this proof are checked symbolically in the Mathematica Notebook available at [15] . We have for x ∈ I λ 
Under the constraints 0 ≤ E R < 1/2, 0 ≤ E K ≤ 9/2 and 0 ≤ λ < 1/43, it turns out that the the minimum in (4.6.3) is obtained at the boundary x = −λ + , hence we have the following lower bound on k u (λ, x) for all x ∈ I λ :
Likewise, we can bound the maximum of k u (λ, x) on I λ by max max
The maximum of (4.6.4) is obtained in x = 1/12− √ 1 + 12λ + 12E K λ/12, hence for x ∈ I λ we have the upper bound
. We note that we can obtain the location of the periodic orbit more precisely inside B λ . Since we know that the periodic orbit of R lies inside W ± , the periodic orbit of (4.1.4) is contained in the image of W ± under K. We are however not only interested in the periodic orbit, but also in heteroclinic connections between the origin and the periodic orbit, which is why we consider the image of I λ instead.
Periodic orbits and connections
From Corollary 4.4 we find the box where the 2-periodic orbits of (4.1.4) are. To prove the same periodic orbits for (4.1.3), we want that h c ≡ g c and h u ≡ g u on the boxes B λ for some parameter interval [0, λ max ]. Furthermore, we have to check that we can indeed find E R and E K such that i) The dynamical system undergoes a period doubling bifurcation at (λ, x) = (0, 0).
ii) For 0 < λ ≤ 7.6 · 10 −5 the 2-periodic orbit of (4.1.3) for parameter value λ lies inside the box B λ from Corollary 4.4, where we take E R = 57.1 √ λ and E K = 61.9 √ λ. Furthermore, there exists a 1D manifold inside B λ consisting of heteroclinic connections between the origin and the periodic orbit.
Remark 4.6. As we already mentioned, we have that the periodic orbit of (4.1.3) lies inside the image of W ± . As W ± ∼ √ λ and k c = x + 3 2 x 2 on I λ , the distance between the origin and the periodic orbit has a magnitude of 10 −3 .
Proof. We used the Mathematica Notebook available at [15] to check several inequalities in the proof below. We will replace g c and g u with C 3 bounded functions h c and h u . To do this, we want to consider h c = g c • Φ, where Φ : R 2 → R 2 is a bounded C 3 function. Furthermore, we want to construct Φ such that Φ ≡ Id in a neighborhood around the origin. Then h c is bounded in C 3 and h c ≡ g c in the neighborhood where Φ ≡ Id. To define Φ, we define ϕ α2,∆2 α1,∆1 : R → R as
Here we assume that ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 are both positive. We find that ϕ α2,∆2 α1,∆1 is C 3 , it image is the interval [a 1 − ∆ 1 /2, a 2 + ∆ 2 /2] and its derivative lies in the interval [0, 1] for all x ∈ R.
For Theorem 2.1 we consider the parameter set W = [−10 −6 , 7.61 · 10 −5 ]. We have to take negative λ-values in W for Theorem 2.1 if we want to conclude something for λ = 0.
Let λ max = 7.6 · 10 −5 , E R = 57.1 √ λ max , E K = 61.9 √ λ max and consider the setW = [−10 −7 , λ max ] ⊂ W . Recall the definition of the interval I λ ⊂ R and λ + from Proposition 4.1, and the definition of the box B λ ⊂ R 2 from Corollary 4.4. Then we use a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , b 2 , c 1 , c 2 to denote I λmax = [a 1 , a 2 ] and B λmax = [b 1 , b 2 ] × [c 1 , c 2 ]. Furthermore, let ∆ = 10 −6 , which we can choose to be arbitrary small, but is chosen to be 10 −6 so we can compute explicit bounds in (4.7.2) below. We define h c and h u as h c (x, y) := g c ϕ b2,∆ b1,∆ (x), ϕ c2,∆ c1,∆ (y) and h u (x, y) := g u ϕ b2,∆ b1,∆ (x), ϕ c2,∆ c1,∆ (y) . Hence we take L g = 0.13 and L c = 0.017, in which case we find with Mathematica that condition 4 of Theorem 1.1 holds for n = 3. In particular, the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied for n = 3 for the system (4.1.4), which means that there exists a C 3 conjugacy K :W × R and C 3 dynamical system R :W × R → R such that locally for all µ ∈W
We will now prove the two statements of the theorem. i) From Section 4.3 it follows that (4.1.3) undergoes a period doubling bifurcation at the origin at λ = 0.
ii) Fix 0 < λ ≤ λ max . We want to use Proposition 2.4 for the dynamical system F λ := F (λ, ·) : R 2 → R 2 to find explicit error bounds on the Taylor approximations of R λ := R(λ, ·) and K λ := K(λ, ·) on the neighborhood 0 ∈ I λ = [a 1 , a 2 ]. In particular, we want to find error bounds on the first derivative, thus we use Remark 2.8 in combination with the proof of Proposition 2.4. Furthermore, we estimate both DR(x) and DK(x) using the Taylor approximation to obtain better bounds, as we explained in Remark 2.9. Finally, since we have used the Ansatz that
we check that the bound we obtain is consistent with both these inequalities.
We use the Ansatz on R λ in order to guarantee that R λ (I λ ) ⊂ [d 1 , d 2 ], i.e. we have that k c = 3 2 x 2 on the image of I λ under R. Furthermore, the Ansatz on K λ allows us to use Proposition 4.3, which tells us that K λ (I λ ) ⊂ B λ ⊂ B λmax , i.e. the cut-off functions we used in (4.7.1) are the identity on the image of K λ . We can now apply Proposition 2.4 in combination with Remark 2.7, where we choose the cut-off function ϕ I λ for (2.0.23). We refer to our Mathematica supplement for the computation of the (generalization of the) system (2.0.25), as well as checking that the bounds we obtain from solving this system are indeed at most E R λ and 2E K λ.
Finally, the assertion follows from Corollary 4.4 since we check with Mathematica that E R < 1 2 , E K < 9 2 and λ < 1 43 and thus the conditions of Proposition 4.3, and hence the conditions of Corollary 4.4, are satisfied.
